
Janus Mystery and Carnival 

-script of the performance- 

(see in green parts from previous versions) 

 

The motto of the performance in the call: 

" Attain to utmost emptiness. Cling single-heartedly to interior peace. While all things are stirring 

together. I only contemplate the Return. For flourishing as they do. Each of them will return to its 

root. To return to the root is to find peace. To find peace is to fulfill one’s destiny. To fulfill one’s 

destiny is to be constant. To know the Constant is called Insight. If one does not know the Constant, 

One runs blindly into disasters. [...]" 

(Lao-Ce, Tao te king) 

- Played by Orsolya Hollósi, Nikolett Pintér-Németh, András Dávid Kiss, Boldizsár Kőrösi, Henrik 

Nagy, Géza Pintér Németh 

Roles: Janus Pannonius; the storytelling narrator; the four winds / Auster, Boreas, Zephyrus and 

Eurus; the people of the village fleeing the flood; the travelling actors in the carnival; the deity Ianus. 

Possibly starting in front of the entrance to the building where the play takes place, master of 

ceremonies in stilts welcomes and addresses the audience:  

/"We are delighted that you have come, please enter this magical space where images from the life 

of the Renaissance poet Janus Pannonius will come to life and characters from his poetry will appear 

to guide you through this adventurous journey."/ 

(It also draws attention to fire safety.) 

Four living sculptures (four archetypes) await the viewers in the space, and the sound of a sieve is 

heard. 

" Lacrimosa" (Zbigniew Preisner) 

"Lacrimosa, lacrimosa, lacrimosa, lacrimosa 

Lacrimosa, lacrimosa, lacrimosa, lacrimosa 

 

Lacrimosa dies illa, 

Qua resurget ex favilla 

Iudicandus homo reus 

 

Huic ergo parce, Deus. 

Pie Iesu Domine, 

Dona eis requiem. 

 



Lacrimosa, lacrimosa, lacrimosa, lacrimosa 

Lacrimosa, lacrimosa, lacrimosa, lacrimosa" 

 

Livinh statues step back, join in the last two lines of Lacrimosa, followed by a revival scene and vocal 

improvisation "sound carpet." 

Chorus ("On the change of name"): 

My name was John, and Janus who wrote these verses! 

I will tell you, if you wish to know the reason. 

I did not abandon my old name out of stupid pride, no! 

Can any man give me a better and more beautiful name? 

I thought so myself, and, behold, I am Janus, as soon as I was 

Muse lifted me to her, and crowned my head. 

 

Singing "Santa Maria, strela do dia"; accompanied by live tabloid images: 

"Santa Maria, strela do dia, 

mostra-nos via pera Deus e nos guia. 

Ca veer faze-los errados 

que perder foran per pecados 

entender de que mui culpados 

son; mais per ti son perdőados 

da ousadia 

que lles fazia 

fazer folia 

mais que non deveria. 

 

Santa Maria, strela do dia, 

mostra-nos via pera Deus e nos guia." 

"Entrapment", disintegration - Clown scene - Musical improvisation with acoustic "funny" 

instruments and then it turns into movement improvisation 

During this Bandi - as narrator, as storyteller: 

"Janus Pannonius set off from Varad as soon as he reached his youth to try his luck and discover the 

world. 



When Janus Pannonius reached the youth age he left Oradea to try his luck and to discover the 

world" 

(Excerpt from the poem "Farewell to Várad", accompanied by a guitar and a song)  

"Neither the river nor the marsh holds me back, 

For the frost holds its cold waters hard. 

Where the dweller of the land has paddled 

And feared, - now with nimble trust and swift foot, 

With frozen foams he treads. 

Come on, let's make haste, mates." 

 

A movement improvisation on the themes of travel, accompanied by the song "Santiago - Maneo", 

performed by Bandi and Niki, with three actors "dancing". The theme of travel  

 

(Under the fire: an excerpt from the poem "The comet shining in the sky of the summer") 

"Everything is on fire now; 

The day sky hides its flame-blinded host, 

Or young flame whom God ordains in the sky? 

Drive away the left-ender's murderers and tricksters! 

Let Janus close his arms for good. 

Let the lords honour the king, and the king with them. 

and with them govern his heart, and lead his country to good." 

 

This is interrupted again at one point by the musical narrator: 

"So sang Janus Pannonius when he returned from Italy and saw the noble lords of Matthias' court; 

Janus Pannonius was singing like this, when he saw the Noble Lords in the court of King Mathias: 

(With vocals, accompanied by guitar, an excerpt from the first lines of "The Race of the Winds"). 

"Inspiration made me sing, while in the winds 

A fierce contest broke out in the cool den of IANUS." 

...ma chi é? Poeta.... 

/Clock stops/ 

Come, and thou thyself lift up the tender strider, 

Come, and thou wilt take care of my foaming cheese on the tide of the seas, 



For though my boat's course be through shallow waters, 

The waves are often tossing here, near the shore, 

While the tempest rages and the winds of fury howl. 

 

"Once the swift winds vied fiercely with each other, 

Which of them was the more terrible, Auster (Henry) Eururs (Bobo) Zephyrus (Orsi) Boreas (Géza)" 

("Race of Winds" - Excerpt + movement choreography) 

Eurus 

"To compete with me? When you acknowledge me as your lord 

Water and air? When I drive away the dark clouds? 

Auster 

Brothers and sisters, for I will bind the whole sky, 

And so thick is the cloud that no star shines through 

In the darkness of the night, and all things are covered with mist. 

Zephyrus 

/I have a right to make the clouds in the sky, 

to rain down a storm of destruction on the earth in my fury. 

But that is not why I was named Zephyr! Who wouldn't know? 

There is life in the air, where I sweep the landscape. 

Boreas - Choirmaster / Bobo 

Does anyone forbid me to speak of myself at last? 

Or, ye blind, see not what folly it was 

To match me when I can only be the victor? 

Who I am on the seas, I have seen well enough, 

Let every man here know that the earth is thus 

with a terrible power, if I strike, 

For I will first pluck the precious seed from the thorn, 

I'll scatter the crop in my wrath, and blow it far away. 

 

Eurus - Choirmaster / Géza 

I speed, and the great sky is overcast, cooling the colourful 



The Hindu, washed by the foam of the Ganges, 

I'll disturb the clouds' tide with great force to the west, 

And the waves tremble, but the fringes no less, 

(The snow freezes, and the water is covered with ice, 

The snow falls and covers the frozen ground) 

Auster - Choirmaster / Orsi 

I blacken the glow of the sun, and as if from pitch 

The moon is like a pitch, swimming blindly. And you see my face 

In mist, this breast is all dew, and my wings are damp, 

The night is falling on me, and my robe hangs wet, 

And my hair, like a gutter, forever sheds the dust. 

Zephyrus - Choirmaster / Henrik 

The trees and bushes are leafy, the green grass of the pastures is budding, 

My nectar-dripping wings, when I spread the rosy, 

The first days of spring are fair, and all is fragrance. 

The frozen ice melts with the gentle breeze, 

The frost of the earth is softened, the winter is gone, and the hills are blooming. 

 

Eurus 

"The sea is rising, the sea is rising to the sky. 

And the winds, with rocks and stones, drive it to the shore." 

Auster 

"The flood rages in the fields, the churches are swept away, 

The houses collapse, the trees of the woods creak." 

Zephyrus 

"The earth is in labour, the vine is creeping up the vine, 

"The borders thunder and roar, the snow is long gone," 

Boreas 

"The orms groan, the cliffs groan, and then the abyss opens, 

That vomits the dark mud from its belly far away." 

 



The appearance of Ianus Giant Puppet. 

Bridging section headstand + singing bowl. 

 

("The Flood" - excerpt) 

Narrator 

Such a torrential downpour, stubbornly falling, what can it want? 

What more will the storm's rushing tempest bring? 

How is this water gathered into a cloud, that this cloud on heaven? 

Was the wild wind of the humid South so terrible? 

When was ever the rainbow so plentiful? 

Does the sea foam secretly walk the path of stars? 

O'er the depths of the deep, steam from the deep 

Our sun, blazing on its vital ray 

And could not bear the heavy burden it bore, 

Like a soft spray it sprinkled the earth again. 

But light causes do not call forth terrible wonders, 

And from common things no strange things are born. 

This is the wrath of the arctic, this is the wrath of the wrath of the wrathful, this is the curse of the 

gloomy gods, 

The joy of stars and winds and watery powers. 

... 

A whirlwind of thunderstorms multiplies the many grey clouds, 

And the heaven's divine machine collapses like a wreck. 

Not only for the loss of a year does the farmer wail, 

The new harvest, like the seed, is already dying. 

A rotten bunch of bushes on the bare boughs of the field: 

The weak berries are stunted, the wine is leaking. 

There are no animals, and the great city folk of the huddled masses 

The shadows of a terrible hunger are dreaded. 

While I weep, a new and grievous trouble comes. 

Their shores, and the wild rivers swim up and down. 



What is plain and valley, they fill first, 

And they take the higher hills under siege. 

Many a forest has only its gnarled tops 

And their shivering branches are beaten by the whirlpool. 

... 

What was a village is now a swamp, [...] 

It's mainly the foolish hope that torments the many wretches: 

Almost believing that the trouble will not increase, 

And though in the steep shores of the cliffs he has cast his trust, 

And in the middle of the night his fowl slips, and hangs upon him. 

He hath taken his cocoon, and hath cautiously taken it up to the rent, 

And said, "I'll be all right here on the shoal. 

But the wave swells round him, and the wave beckons him, 

And the poor wretch can neither go nor stay. 

... 

No eye can see where tree and hill and village were, 

All alike the seascape covers. 

... 

The ancient world order destroys its own law, 

And the autumn does the work of spring. 

... 

I have no doubt that fate will continue what it began 

And all that lives on earth today will be taken: 

... 

All things, as they perish, so shall they be born again; 

... 

No man can tell how many times this world grows old, 

How many more will be, and how many have been before. 

Go, pious man, who is tempted by news and fleeting glory. 

Believe that it will not pass away, and only love success. 

... 



But I fear there is no more fire, no more soil, no more 

Water is gathered, that all the other elements are gone. 

("To his own soul" - excerpt) 

Trio 1 / Géza, Niki, Bandi 

My soul, who on the celestial highway on earth 

And in me you are the precious blackmailer of the life force, 

I have no complaint against you, for your talent is bright and beautiful, 

That uplifts and nobly kindles my spirit. 

Trio 2 / Henrik, Niki, Orsi 

But bored with the stars in my dull shell 

Thou hast moved, remember that this body is wretched! 

So either you'd rather spend your time in a body that's more rounded, or 

Move again, and wander the celestial field. 

 

Mumbling voice (crouched on a cube) - Bobo - Overlapping with the trio choruses 

Look at these wretched members, they have no strength, they're bell-birds, 

They're stinking of mud, carved by a master's hand. 

I've got ice on my hands and fever in my skin, 

Day after day, this is the problem: it's so sickly! 

My head is pounding, my head is pounding, my head is pounding, 

And then my eyes burn and water, they're so sore. 

My kidneys are inflamed, and if my stomach 

My liver's in a fever. 

 

"Funeral scene and transition to the carnival part, the guitar drum and flute interplay with  

"Skarazula Marazula" 

by Angelo Branduardi:  

"Be at peace at last and join us, 

Keep us dancing round and round and round again 

But then you are no longer master of time." 

 



Medieval death dance music. Dance and the inclusion of a giant puppet representing Ianus in the 

circle dance. A stilted master of ceremonies concludes the play with a few words of thanks. (In 

Saladnak, during the last performance, he asked the audience to stand in a circle and hold hands and 

say goodbye to winter together with a collective chant. 

Running time 40 minutes, which can be increased by extending the opening and closing scenes. 


